Structure of Decision 2015-03-08

this book outlines a new approach to the analysis of decision making based on cognitive maps. A cognitive map is a graphic representation intended to capture the structure of a decision maker's stated beliefs about a particular problem. Following introductory chapters that develop the theory and techniques of cognitive mapping, a set of five empirical studies applies these new techniques to five policy areas originally published in 1976. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.

Political Elite of Iran 2015-03-08

in interviews with 170 politically active Iranians, the author reveals that politics in Iran are based on interpersonal relationships marked by insecurity, cynicism, and mistrust. He then assesses the significance of these characteristics for Iran's future development. Originally published in 1971, the Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.

The Political Elite of Iran 1971-01-01
since the beginning of the current era of imperialism in the late nineteenth century there has been a striking contrast between bourgeois political thought in Germany and the West. Walter Struve demonstrates how German political culture went through a phase in which great emphasis was placed on the establishment of a new political elite recruited on the basis of merit and skill but ruling in an authoritarian way and not controlled by the populace. He suggests that this type of elitism, many aspects of which were vital to the political culture of Nazi Germany, seems today to be widespread in the West. The development of this concept of an open yet authoritarian elite is approached through the analysis of the political ideas and activities of nine elitists among them Max Weber, Walther Rathenau, and Oswald Spengler. The author relates biography to intellectual, political, social, and economic history so that his work becomes a study in the political and social context of intellectual history. Originally published in 1973, the Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.

**Elites Against Democracy 2015-03-08**

Peter Smith has written a comprehensive and in-depth study of the structure and more important of the transformation of the national political elite in twentieth-century Mexico. In doing so, he analyzes the long-run impact of the Mexican Revolution of 1910 on the composition of the country's ruling elite. Included in his focus are such issues as the social basis of politics, the recruitment process, political career patterns, the amount of periodic turnover, and the relationships between the political and economic elites. The author explores these issues through an empirical computer-assisted investigation of biographical information on more than 6,000 individuals who held national political office in Mexico at any time between 1900 and 1976. He then employs various comparative and statistical techniques along with a use of archival data, questionnaires, and interviews to determine precisely how Mexico's political system actually works. Professor Smith finds that the revolution of 1910 did not fundamentally alter the class composition of the national elite. Although it did redistribute power within it, he further observes that the Mexican revolution did bring about a separation of political and economic elites and that the route to political success is much more varied and less predictable now than before the revolutionary period. Originally published in 1979, the Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.

**Labyrinths of Power 2015-03-08**

Why do some elites survive while others do not? How do certain institutions manage to preserve their importance in the face of crises, instability, and change? How does a democratic society legitimize elitist institutions? Combining the use of important social theories, particularly those of Mosca, Schumpeter, Tocqueville, and Pareto, with empirical analysis, Ezra Suleiman tries to answer these questions in his examination of the dominance and stability of France's governing elites. The author draws on original survey data, historical evidence, and specialized documentary sources. His three-part discussion deals first with the state institutions that nurture the French elite, second with the organization, legitimization, and adaptation of the elite and its institutions, and third with some of the policy and political implications of France's elitist system. In the final
section of his book he closely examines the relationship between elites in the public and private sectors in his investigation of France's state-created elites. Professor Suleiman shows the great importance of the grandes écoles in training and promoting the elites and the grand corps in providing a base from which the elites launch themselves into extra-governmental careers. He also finds that the elites' capacity to adapt to an evolving social, political, and economic environment is a major factor in their ability to survive. Originally published in 1979, the Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.

Elites in French Society 2015-03-08

In an unusually systematic approach to the study of urban politics, this study compares three different models of political power to see which can best explain the development of the Bay Area Rapid Transit System in San Francisco and the attempts of Los Angeles to build a comparable system. Originally published in 1982, the Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.

The Structure of Decision 1993

The interaction between politics and administration has generally been ignored by students of bureaucracy. Ezra N. Suleiman, however, views the French bureaucracy as a dynamic and integral part of the French political system. Using survey data as well as historical and contemporary sources, he concentrates on the highest officials and examines their relationships with both the political sector and the society after identifying the place of the state in French society. The author deals with the recruitment of higher civil servants using comparative data to explain why the high social origins of French civil servants have remained constant. His investigation of the important institutional mechanisms of the central administration stresses that even a centralized and powerful bureaucracy must be seen as a complex of institutions rather than as a monolithic organization. Finally, the author deals with the relations of the higher civil servants with other groups in society and with the regime of the Fifth Republic. Originally published in 1974, the Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.

Urban Elites and Mass Transportation 2014-07-14

Elites have been described both as the bulwarks of democracy and its very antithesis. Political elites first published in 1969 reviews the literature on the role of elites in politics. It deals with both the classic elite theorists Mosca, Pareto, Michels, Burnham, and C. Wright Mills and with many of the empirical and theoretical
works on elites by modern political scientists and sociologists it seeks to clarify the central terms of elite discourse some of which have entered the everyday political vocabulary elitism power elite establishment elite consensus iron law of oligarchy and mass it explores the ways in which the descriptions of power relationships can subtly be infiltrated by the values of the observers for this ecpr classics edition professor parry has added an introduction reviewing significant new developments in elite political science

**Politics, Power, and Bureaucracy in France 2015-03-08**

this book critiques and extends the analysis of power in the classic who rules america on the fiftieth anniversary of its original publication in 1967 and through its subsequent editions the chapters written especially for this book by twelve sociologists and political scientists provide fresh insights and new findings on many contemporary topics among them the concerted attempt to privatize public schools foreign policy and the growing role of the military industrial component of the power elite the successes and failures of union challenges to the power elite the ongoing and increasingly global battles of a major sector of agribusiness and the surprising details of how those who hold to the egalitarian values of social democracy were able to tip the scales in a bitter conflict within the power elite itself on a crucial banking reform in the aftermath of the great recession these social scientists thereby point the way forward in the study of power not just in the united states but globally a brief introductory chapter situates who rules america within the context of the most visible theories of power over the past fifty years pluralism marxism millsian elite theory and historical institutionalism then a chapter by g william domhoff the author of who rules america takes us behind the scenes on how the original version was researched and written tracing the evolution of the book in terms of new concepts and research discoveries by domhoff himself as well as many other power structure researchers through the 2014 seventh edition readers will find differences of opinion and analysis from chapter to chapter the authors were encouraged to express their views independently and frankly they do so in an admirable and useful fashion that will stimulate everyone s thinking on these difficult and complex issues setting the agenda for future studies of power

**Political Elites 2005**

how differing forms of repression shape the outcomes of democratic transitions in the wake of the arab spring newly empowered factions in tunisia and egypt vowed to work together to establish democracy in tunisia political elites passed a new constitution held parliamentary elections and demonstrated the strength of their democracy with a peaceful transfer of power yet in egypt unity crumbled due to polarization among elites presenting a new theory of polarization under authoritarianism after repression reveals how polarization and the legacies of repression led to these substantially divergent political outcomes drawing on original interviews and a wealth of new historical data elizabeth nugent documents polarization among the opposition in tunisia and egypt prior to the arab spring tracing how different kinds of repression influenced the bonds between opposition groups she demonstrates how widespread repression created shared political identities and decreased polarization such as in tunisia while targeted repression like that carried out against the muslim brotherhood in egypt led opposition groups to build distinct identities that increased polarization among them this helps explain why elites in tunisia were able to compromise cooperate and continue on the path to democratic consolidation while deeply polarized elites in egypt contributed to the rapid reentrenchment of authoritarianism providing vital new insights into the ways repression shapes polarization after repression helps to explain what happened in the turbulent days following the arab spring and illuminates the obstacles to democratic transitions around the world
Studying the Power Elite 2017-08-04

what equality means in three modern democracies both to leaders of important groups and to challengers of the status quo is the subject of this wide ranging canvass of perceptions and policy it is based on extensive questionnaire data gathered from leaders in various segments of society in each countrybusiness labor unions farm organizations political parties the media as well as from groups that are seeking greater equalityfeminists black leaders in the united states leaders of the burakumin in japan the authors describe the extent to which the same meanings of equality exist both within and across nations and locate the areas of consensus and conflict over equality no other book has compared data of this sort for these purposes the authors address several major substantive and theoretical issues the role of values in relation to egalitarian outcomes the comparison of values and perceptions about equality in economics income equality and politics equality of influence and the difference among the nations in the ways political institutions affect the incorporation of new demands for equality into the policymaking process they pay particular attention to how policy is set on issues of gender equality this book will be controversial for some see no room in the understanding of political economy for the analysis of values it will be consulted by a general audience interested in politics and culture as well as by social scientists elites and the idea of equality is an informative sequel to equality in america by sidney verba and gary r orren harvard university press which considers similar topics in a national context

After Repression 2020-09-01

for generations influential thinkers often citing the tragic polarization that took place during germany s great depression have suspected that people s loyalty to democratic institutions erodes under pressure and that citizens gravitate toward antidemocratic extremes in times of political and economic crisis but do people really defect from democracy when times get tough do ordinary people play a leading role in the collapse of popular government based on extensive research this book overturns the common wisdom it shows that the german experience was exceptional that people s affinity for particular political positions are surprisingly stable and that what is often labeled polarization is the result not of vote switching but of such factors as expansion of the franchise elite defections and the mobilization of new voters democratic collapses are caused less by changes in popular preferences than by the actions of political elites who polarize themselves and mistake the actions of a few for the preferences of the many these conclusions are drawn from the study of twenty cases including every democracy that collapsed in the aftermath of the russian revolution in interwar europe every south american democracy that fell to the right after the cuban revolution and three democracies that avoided breakdown despite serious economic and political challenges unique in its historical and regional scope this book offers unsettling but important lessons about civil society and regime change and about the paths to democratic consolidation today

The Comparative Study of Political Elites 1970

the first study of japan s political parties to focus on the years 1931 1941 an evaluation of the parties in terms of their own goals and principles and analysis of their struggle for power against other elite groups

Elites and the Idea of Equality 1987
Ordinary People in Extraordinary Times 2020-06-16

this book asks an important question often ignored by ancient historians and political scientists alike why did athenian democracy work as well and for as long as it did josiah ober seeks the answer by analyzing the sociology of athenian politics and the nature of communication between elite and nonelite citizens after a preliminary survey of the development of the athenian constitution he focuses on the role of political and legal rhetoric as jurymen and assemblymen the citizen masses of athens retained important powers and elite athenian politicians and litigants needed to addr

Parties Out of Power in Japan, 1931-1941 1977

treating the tumultuous period from 1901 to the late 1920s this book describes social and political conflict in the cradle of agrarian fascism originally published in 1983 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905

Crises and Sequences in Political Development. (SPD-7) 2015-03-08

princeton readings in american politics offers an exciting and challenging new way to learn about american politics it brings together political science that has stood the test of time and recent cutting edge analyses to acquaint undergraduate and graduate students with the substantive conceptual and methodological foundations they need to make sense of american politics today princeton readings in american politics features writings by such eminent scholars as larry m bartels robert dahl martha derthick howard gillman jacob hacker kay l schlozman deborah stone marta tienda and kent weaver among others the book is organized in sections that cover the major american political institutions the presidency congress the courts as well as core topics such as political parties macroeconomic management voting and elections policymaking public opinion and federalism richard valelly provides an insightful general introduction to political science as a vibrant form of inquiry as well as a succinct informative introduction to each reading rigorous yet accessible princeton readings in american politics can serve as a primary textbook or as a supplement to standard introductory texts offers an exciting new way to learn about american politics features accessible scholarship by leading political scientists covers all the major topics serves as a primary textbook or
supplementary reader for undergraduate and graduate students

**Mass and Elite in Democratic Athens 2009**

monographic collection of essays on elites in the political systems in the middle east with emphasis on traditional culture and modernization includes bibliographys maps references and statistical tables

**Structure of Decision 1976**

it is now generally agreed that since stalin s death there has been a definite broadening of group participation in policy formation and implementation the contributors to this volume analyze seven elite political interest groups at the upper and middle levels of the soviet social structure originally published in 1971 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905

**Agrarian Elites and Italian Fascism 2016-04-19**

how divergent campus cultures affect conservative college students conservative pundits allege that the pervasive liberalism of america s colleges and universities has detrimental effects on undergraduates most particularly right leaning ones yet not enough attention has actually been paid to young conservatives to test these claims until now in becoming right amy binder and kate wood carefully explore who conservative students are and how their beliefs and political activism relate to their university experiences rich in interviews and insight becoming right illustrates that the diverse conservative movement evolving among today s college students holds important implications for the direction of american politics

**Princeton Readings in American Politics 2009**

india is being widely seen as an emerging economic and political power on the global scene despite having the largest population of chronically poor in the world today it is home to a sizeable number of thriving rich and flourishing middle classes they are reshaping the country s popular image and its self imagination equally important are its political dynamics with increasing participation of erstwhile marginalized sections in the electoral process the social profile of india s political elite has been changing making way for those coming from the middle and lower strata of the traditional social order thus broadening the social base of political power mapping the elite seeks to expand the understanding of processes of formations and transformations of the indian elite the contributors explore the emergent elite spaces the new idioms of power and inequality the diverse strategies in which symbolic boundaries of privilege are traced in everyday lives as well as the class mobilities in an age of proclaimed meritocracy they do so by using the sociological frames of caste class gender community and their intersections the exploring india s elite series provides a platform to scholars working on elite dynamics in india it seeks to enable an understanding of the nuances of
inequality power and other emerging social structures

**Political Elites and Political Development in the Middle East 1975**

volume 4 in the studies in political development series originally published in 1965 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905

**Elite Politics in an Ideological State 1979**

this book examines the character of the governing elite of sixteenth century paris a group that included some of the most important jurists administrators and intellectuals of the early modern french state and investigates the strategies employed by members of this group to promote and maintain their position in the city and in the monarchy originally published in 1983 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905

**Interest Groups in Soviet Politics 2019-03-12**

there is a palpable sense of crisis in western democracies the rise of right wing populist parties across europe the erosion of constitutional checks and balances in hungary and poland and the 2016 brexit vote in the uk have all stirred significant alarm regarding the present state of democracy and prospects for its future and political leaders and would be leaders have not hesitated to stoke perceptions of crisis in pursuit of their own ends however on the whole europeans in 2019 were just as satisfied with the working of democracy as they had been 15 years earlier trust in national parliaments and politicians remained virtually unchanged while angry opponents of immigration dominated the headlines most europeans attitudes toward immigration were becoming significantly warmer not more hostile in these and other respects the conventional wisdom about a crisis of democracy in contemporary europe is strikingly at odds with evidence from public opinion surveys drawing from a major survey of european public opinion bartels summarizes broad trends from 2002 through 2019 focusing on attitudes commonly taken as symptomatic of a crisis of democracy including dissatisfaction with the workings of democracy distrust of political elites ideological polarization and antipathy to european integration he finds with remarkable consistency across issues that the european public does not see their democracy as in crisis bartels then goes on to show how these findings complicate the sense for instance that the surge in support for right wing populist parties is driven by a demand for such groups from the public rather this and other troubling changes has much more to do with the supply of groups within the political elite it is these elite groups bartels ultimately finds that have contributed to the erosion of democratic norms and institutions in places like poland and hungary not an increasingly restive european public
**Becoming Right 2014-12-21**

how did republicans manage to hold the white house through much of the past half century even as the democratic party held the hearts of most american voters the authors of this groundbreaking study argue that they did so by doing what democrats have also excelled at triggering psychological mechanisms that deepen cultural divisions in the other party s coalition thereby leading many of its voters either to choose the opposing ticket or to stay home the politics of cultural differences is the first book to develop and carefully test a general theory of cultural politics in the united states one that offers a compelling new perspective on america s changing political order and political conflict in the post new deal period 1960 1996 david leege kenneth wald brian krueger and paul mueller move beyond existing scholarship by formulating a theory of campaign strategies that emphasizes cultural conflict regarding patriotism race gender and religion drawing on national election studies data they find that republican politicians deployed powerful symbols e g tax and spend liberals to channel targeted voters toward the minority party and as partisanship approached parity in the 1990s democratic leaders proved as adept at deploying their own symbols such as a woman s right to choose to disassemble the republican coalition a blend of sophisticated theory and advanced empirical tools this book lays bare the cultural dimensions of american political life

**Mapping the Elite 2019-05-15**

elites come in many forms as reflected by this collection from overview to comparative studies in diverse contexts this work is both historical and contemporary encompassing case studies of elite individuals as well as elites in nations and political environments

**Education and Political Development. (SPD-4), Volume 4 2015-12-08**

a revised version of this essential interdisciplinary handbook

**Paris City Councillors in the Sixteenth-Century 2016-04-19**

identity politics is everywhere polarizing discourse from the campaign trail to the classroom and amplifying antagonisms in the media both online and off but the compulsively referenced phrase bears little resemblance to the concept as first introduced by the radical black feminist combahee river collective while the collective articulated a political viewpoint grounded in their own position as black lesbians with the explicit aim of building solidarity across lines of difference identity politics is now frequently weaponized as a means of closing ranks around ever narrower conceptions of group interests but the trouble olúf? mi o táiwò deftly argues is not with identity politics itself through a substantive engagement with the global black radical tradition and a critical understanding of racial capitalism táiwò identifies the process by which a radical concept can be stripped of its political substance and liberatory potential by becoming the victim of elite capture deployed by political social and economic elites in the service of their own interests táiwò s crucial intervention both elucidates this complex process and helps us move beyond a binary of class vs race by rejecting elitist identity politics in favor of a constructive politics of radical solidarity he advances the possibility of organizing across our differences in the urgent struggle for a better world
The Politics of Underdevelopment 1974

an attempt to analyze the cause and character of a profound revolution taking place from morocco to pakistan this report examines the forces groups ideas and institutions now in motion and estimates the direction which politics may take in the future in the area while the transformation here under study embraces both the pervasive nationalist revolution and the ensuing revolution of rising expectations its sources and ramifications are broader and run deeper than nationalism and its discontents 1 a way of life 1300 years old is being destroyed by challenges for which it was almost entirely unprepared 2 a social system with new values is taking the place of traditional society 3 a different range of ideological choices has opened up for a new kind of elite 4 new political instruments are at the elite s disposal 5 the fact that new men are using new means to attain new ends in their attempts to deal with the politics of social change entails widespread revolutionary consequences author s report

Studies in Political Development 1971

The Scientific Study of Political Leadership 1977

The Comparative Study of Political Elites 1976

Democracy Erodes from the Top 2023-04-04

The Shaping of Foreign Policy 1969

The Politics of Cultural Differences 2002
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